Compelling evidence against a heedless group theory generalization of pairwise comparisons elements is provided by means of counter-examples and mathematical reasoning. The lack of acceptable semantics for selected groups (with negative and complex numbers) and implications are analyzed.
Introduction
The origins of the first documented use of pairwise comparisons (PC or PCs depending on the context but the plural form of comparisons is needed as addressed in [12] ) has been traced to the 13th century and attributed to Ramon Llull. However, it is easy to imagine that the use of pairwise comparisons for selecting a better stone for a tool, from two stones kept in two hands, must have taken place among prehistoric humans.
There are two types of pairwise comparisons that are commonly considered: additive and multiplicative. The additive type is based on the comparisons "by how much" (percentage may be used) as one entity is bigger (better, more important, or similar comparisons) than another entity. The multiplicative type is a simple ratio of two entities. Compared entities may be physical objects or abstract concepts (e.g., software safety and software reliability).
From the mathematical point of view, multiplicative (or ratio) pairwise comparisons are more popular and more challenging. The additive PCs can be derived from the multiplicative form by a logarithmic mapping. It is not entirely clear who should be credited for such an observation but [6] is usually assumed as the original source. Subjective assessments (evaluations or judgments) as the primary source of data are addressed in many publications. In [8, 13, 15] , logarithmic mapping is used to provide the proof of convergence and for the interpretation of the limit of convergence.
Pairwise comparisons are commonly represented by a PC matrix since matrices are one of the most universal data structures with a well established algebraic theory. In case of multiplicative PCs, it is a matrix of ratios with 1s on the main diagonal and reciprocal (x and 1/x) values since the ratio of B/A is the reciprocal value of A/B (blind wine testing may need both values to be entered). The term ratio was intensively used in [4] (even the journal title includes ratio). In fact, the multiplicative PC matrices can be regarded as a part of ratio calculus since PC matrix elements are the ratios. Rarely in pairwise comparisons, ratios are established by the actual division. When entities are subjective (e.g., software quality and software safety), the division operation is undefined. For this reason, their ratio is given (for example, by the expert assessment).
1.1.
Contribution. This study proposes to correct a faulty theory which may harm future pairwise comparisons research. It also paves the way for future constructive critiques. Our critique is especially relevant for proponents of group theory who maintain that it can be useful in the future. However, our work implies that it may not happened until negative and complex ratios are given meaningful semantics. Creating mathematical theories for the possible use of future generations of researchers ought to be left to mathematicians especially if they redefine such fundamental concepts as the ratio.
The body of this paper is organized into four sections followed by the conclusions. In Section 2, an example involving a generic final exam is introduced. In Section 3, we present a number of examples indicating the need of care while dealing with groups as venue for pairwise comparisons. In Section 4, we show that the lack of normalization leads to serious misconceptions.
An easy case for demonstrating how pairwise comparisons can be used
Probably the easiest and the most compelling case for using pairwise comparisons in academia is as an application to grading final exams. For simplicity, let us assume that we have four problems to solve; A, B, C, and D. Evidently, hardly ever are all problems of equal level of difficulty. In such case, it is fair to compare A to B, A to C, A to D, B to C, B to D, and C to D. We assume the reciprocity of this PC matrix M : m ji = 1/m ij which is reasonable (when comparing B to A, we expect to get the inverse of A to B). The exam is hence represented by the following PC matrix M :
As previously stated, A/B reads "the ratio between A and B" and not as a result of the division (in case of exam problems, the division operation makes no sense to use).
Ratios of three entities in a cycle create a triad (A/B, A/C, B/C), which is said to be consistent providing A/B * B/C = A/C, is illustrated in Fig. 1 . Fig. 1 contain random number of dots. [A/B] reflects the assessed ratio of dots. A large enough number of dots (reflecting the numerocity) causes that it is impossible to count in a short period of time. Therefore, we need to rely on the expert opinion, hence the use of pairwise comparisons is useful.
Circles in
Symbolically, in a PC matrix M , each triad (or a cycle) is defined by (m ik , m ij , m kj ) and it is consistent if and only if (m ik * m kj = m ij ). When all triads are consistent (known as the consistency condition or transitivity condition), the entire PC matrix is considered consistent.
Figure 1. An inconsistency indicator cycle
Looking at the above exam grading case, we have discovered pairwise comparisons method which can be used to construct a PC matrix. The solution to the PC matrix is a vector of weights which are geometric means of rows. The justification for the use of the vector w = [v i ] of geometric means (GM) of rows is that they reconstruct the PC matrix (say M ):
In our example, the weights computed in this fashion (say: [30, 20, 10, 40]), are now being used. By looking at the example results, we can conclude that problem D is the most difficult with the weight 40. The easiest problem is C giving one of the pairwise comparisons D/C = 4. In particular, it is of great help for comprehending problems presented by our examples. Before approaching examples, it is not hard to imagine the surprise of experts, hearing the following explanations:
After marking, let's multiply the problem A by 2+3i, problem B by 3−2i.
One of the challenges of pairwise comparisons is inconsistency of assessments. It is well demonstrated by Fig. 1 . It seems that the trivial mistake took place: 6 should be in place of 5 since 2*3 gives this value. However, it unreasonably assumes that 2 and 3 are the accurate assessments. We simply do not know which of three assessments is, or is not, accurate.
Counter-examples for PC matrix element based on a non-abelian group
In this section, we consider only consistent PC matrices admitting elements having negative or complex number values. According to [21] , such values are permitted since all non-zero real numbers form a group under multiplication. Similarly, all non-zero complex numbers form a multiplicative group.
Our counter-examples demonstrate a problem in [21] (page 2, line 7):
To investigate consistency in PC, it appeared useful to consider a general case when an n × n matrix
.., n}(see [3] , [4] , [17] , [19] , [23], [28] ).
This assumption is of fundamental importance since the remaining part of [21] is based on this assumption.
Our counter-examples indicate that PC matrix cannot be generalized to just any group without running into non-trivial mathematical problems such as negative ratios or complex number ratios. There is no established semantics for such ratios.
The set R + forms a multiplicative group. For this reason, the following example of PC matrix is allowed under the fundamental assumption made in [21] .
Example 3.1. Let us assume that the following consistent PC matrix M 1 has been created for three entities A, B, and C:
Such matrix is of fundamental importance for investigating ratios over arbitrary multiplicative groups since it extends the ratio to negative real numbers. Fig. 2 attempts to "illustrate" PC matrix M 1 but it is impossible to do so without knowing semantics. For this reason, entities: A, B, and C are followed by question mark (?) in Fig. 2 .
In PC matrix M 1 , there are two triads of this form:
One fails to come up with any example of three entities (physical objects or concepts) where three pairwise comparisons of these entities would not only give the above values (−1, 1, −1) but would be regarded as consistent pairwise comparisons.
There is no established semantic (or interpretation) for the negative value of pairwise comparisons of three entities A, B, and C but using the negative value in an abstract reasoning still seems permissible. For the sake of discussion, let us consider A/B = 2. Such expression means superiority of A over B. A/B = 1 stands for the equality hence A/B = −1 can only signify Example 3.2. The issue of complex, but non real ratios, needs to be considered. Consider the following consistent PC matrix:
There are 27 vectors of geometric means since the first and third coordinates are combinations of three cubic roots of: i:
Similarly to M 1 in our Example 3.1, there is no established semantic for PC matrix M 2 let alone for its complex number solution.
be the matrix with entries from C * = C \ {0} with complex multiplication. Evidently, M 3 is a consistent PC matrix (i.e., all elements of M 3 satisfy m ij * m jk = m ik ) condition and a reciprocal (i.e., m ij = 1/m ji ) matrix. However, 4-th root of −1 has four solutions in complex numbers C :
hence one of the PC matrix solutions (the geometric means of rows) can be:
m kj 1 4 = v k , k = 0, 1, 2, 3.
Since all v k are different, we get a different weight w k for kth row despite all rows having identical products of all row elements equal to −1. Hence we get a contradiction.
In mathematical terms, the assumption that the ratio can have value −1 leads to the contradiction for PC matrices since PC matrix M 3 has identical products of rows and the 4-th root of the product (which is the geometric mean of the row) may have different values (selected from the set of four complex number solutions of 4 √ −1). All coordinates of the 4*4*4*4 possible priority vectors are non-real, hence they are incomparable. There is total order for complex numbers with or without 0. Thus, it is impossible to produce any sensible order of alternatives.
Eigenvalues of M 3 are: [4, 0, 0, 0]. The corresponding eigenvectors (in columns) are:
The eigenvector method (introduced in [20] ) assumes the Perron vector (the vector corresponding to the maximum eigenvalue) as the solution and the closest possible interpretation of the negative weight for our 'exam marking" case would be maximum penalty for the perfect solution (the multiplication by −1 would cause it).
Let us imagine that we compare two complex numbers z 1 and z 2 . There is no interpretation of z 1 is 2 + 3i times larger than z 2 since C can not be expanded to an ordered field.
The ratio was introduced as a non-negative number. That is how we perceive the comparisons in the real world: one entity is somehow superior to the other, the appropriate number of times, which is a non-negative real number. Although compared entities may be of different kinds (for example, a circle and a square), comparing their area makes perfect sense. This interpretation has not been altered since antiquity and it should remain in this form until we find a good reason to change it.
The negative ratio is not a major problem. It is the contradiction to which it leads to the use negative numbers as illustrated by Example 3.1. The semantics for ratios as a progression:
seems reasonable but our discussion demonstrates that it leads to the contradiction in our Example 3.1. In other word, our example 3.1 implies that the negative ratio cannot be used unless another interpretation of the negative ratio, not leading to the contradiction, is found.
The inconsistency in pairwise comparisons may occur when there are superfluous pairwise comparisons. Such phenomenon often occurs when dealing with subjective data. For the usually assumed reciprocity, there are n(n−1) 2 pairwise comparisons but the minimal number of pairwise comparisons for n entities, without generating inconsistency, is n − 1 (as observed in [14] ). More than n − 1 pairwise comparisons for n entities may result in inconsistency. An example in [10] compares three entities: A, B, and C. Two ratios: x = A/B = 2 and z = B/C = 3 imply y = A/C = 6 but if we additionally assess y = A/C to be 5, it makes all three pairwise comparisons inconsistent. The inconsistency indicator defined in [10] has been referred to (e.g., in [21] ) as Koczkodaj's inconsistency indicator (abbreviated to Kii).
The natural question is "why allow superfluous comparisons?" The assessment of y to be 5 may be more accurate than the other two assessments since it may be impossible to say which assessment is (or is not) more accurate. In such case, we cannot reduce the number of comparisons, and thus, there is a need to process all assessments.
Abelian groups, introduced in [5] also allow negative real numbers but proponents carefully assumed only strictly positive real values for the group elements and used abelian linearly ordered (alo) groups in [3] . Other approaches (e.g., [18, 19] ) should be carefully analyzed by checking whether or not problems occurring in our examples for non-abelian groups are applicable to the presented theory.
The problems resulting from the lack of normalization
The main goal of the collaborative study [11] was to correct the fundamental error of not normalizing the inconsistency indicator in [16] . This is an issue of the fundamental importance formulated as one of five axioms in [17] . The PC matrix M CP C2 is generated by a triad (x, y, z) = (1, 2, 1). Assume that x = z = 1 (which may mean that x and z might have been accurately measured). The consistency condition: y = x * z implies that an inconsistent triad (x, y, z) = (1, 2, 1) will become consistent if we correct value 2 to 1. The relative approximation error (see [1] ) is defined as:
: v is the exact value and v apprx is the approximated value.
The relative approximation error in the inconsistent triad (x, y, z) = (1, 2, 1) is |(2 − 1)/1| hence 100%. PC matrix M CP C101 is generated by a triad (x, y, z) = (10, 101, 10). Assume that we know of x = z = 10. The consistency condition: y = x * z implies that an inconsistent triad (x, y, z) = (10, 101, 10) will become consistent providing we correct value 101 to 100. The relative approximation error was |(101 − 100)/100| hence 1%.
For M CP C2 , Kii = 1 = min(2/(1 * 1), 1 * 1/2) = 0.5 = 50% and is regarded as unacceptable.
For M CP C101 , Kii = 1 = min(101/(10 * 10), 10 * 10/101) ≈ 0.01 = 1% and is regarded as acceptable.
The difference between the relative approximation error of 100% for the first triad (1, 2, 1) and 1% for the second triad (10, 101, 10) is substantial. Taking these two triads as equivalent, according to their inconsistency indicators, defies the purpose of the inconsistency indicator. For extreme skeptics, let us consider a case of practical importance. The current standards for accuracy require that blood pressure manometers should be no more than 2% off the reading (close to 1% but certainly not to 100%). Hearing from your family physician that "your blood pressure is 120/80 but the measurement may have 100% error" is, certainly, unacceptable.
Pairwise comparisons method was used in [22] to evaluate coal, petroleum, natural gas, nuclear energy and renewable energy resources as energy alternatives for China and 100% error would not be acceptable.
Further scientific evidence of the importance of normalization has been recently acknowledged by an independent publication [2] by the quote in Fig. 3 . In the above quotation (which is an image of a relevant excerpt from [2] ), [8] is [11] in the presented text. Let us turn to Occam's Razor (also known as the law of parsimony) problem-solving principle. In essence, it states that simpler solutions are more likely to be correct than complex ones (for instance, by groups since they require more operations to be defined).
In [9] , authors state:
"A hypothesis with fewer adjustable parameters will automatically have an enhanced posterior probability, due to the fact that the predictions it makes are sharp." Common sense dictates preferring theories that sharply (e.g., by the Occam's razor principle) make correct predictions over theories that accommodate a wide range of other possible results.
Consider, however, the following two common sense examples:
(1) using a manual drill only because an electric drill does not work in case of power outage, (2) for many practical reasons, cars are used although bicycles have many advantages. We do not use more primitive constructs or theories since we can. This is not how progress in science is defined. When better theories are developed, we should use them unless there is good reason not to do. Similarly, we should use bicycles when there is good reason for its use (e.g., national parks) but one should not really settle for a bicycle ambulance while suffering a heart attack only because bicycles decrease the ecological footprint.
Conclusions
In this study, we demonstrate that expressing the pairwise comparisons as elements of an arbitrary group has no established semantics. One message of out note is that until such semantics is established, the comparison result should be restricted to a positive real number.
Even a modest PC matrix 8 by 8, with complex number elements, may have up to 8 8 = 16, 777, 216 solutions (vectors of weight generating this matrix). Without a sound selection criterion, using all 16,777,216 combinations for the decision making process is infeasible in practice. It is not uncommon for practical applications of pairwise comparisons to have 50 entities.
Without a shadow of a doubt, a negative ratio would constitute a mathematical paradigm shift having immense implications not only for mathematics but also for most of the other branches of modern science. In particular, physics could be forced to accommodate negative measurements.
Unlike mathematics, there is a high expectation of utilizing the proposed computer science theory. Without at least the utilization perspectives, it is "what if" theory and our study shows what would take place if negative or complex numbers were used to construct the multiplicative pairwise comparisons matrix. It is also worth to notice that complex numbers have the Lie group structure. In particular, geometric means of rows of PC matrices with complex number element have more than one solution for PC matrix sizes of at least three. Not only there is no established semantics of all geometric mean vectors but there is not even proposed theory for the selection criterion of the geometric means vector necessary for the decision making process. It is not a trivial problem to solve since there are 27 geometric mean vectors for the smallest number of PC matrices which is 3. Evidently for other groups, this problem may be by far more complicated (e.g., for quaternions or octonions). It is impossible to "guestimate" the quantity of problems in other type of more complex groups but their future use should be validated on similar (but possibly, altered) cases. If negative or complex number ratios are ever regarded as useful, the semantics of such values must be established otherwise such theories may only be regarded as "what if" approaches to pairwise comparisons.
The normalization of inconsistency indicators is not yet universally accepted. However, the additional cases of misconstructions, provided in [11] , caused by not using normalization, are calling for action.
In his autobiography (see [7] ), Henry Ford wrote: and I remarked: "Any customer can have a car painted any colour that he wants so long as it is black." For the time being, using a group elements for constructing multiplicative pairwise comparisons matrices can take place as long as the group is over R + .
